CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS

In this chapter the researcher answers the question in the previous chapter: to know Sarah’s motivation to get better education in Danielle Steel’s *Daddy*, to describe Sarah’s struggle to get better education in Danielle Steel’s *Daddy*, also to describes the condition of Sarah’s life after continuing her study in Danielle Steel’s *Daddy*.

III.1. Sarah’s Motives To Continue The Study

For the first, to know how Sarah’s Struggle to get better education in this novel, the researcher wants to describes about the motivation of Sarah’s struggle. The motivation of Sarah here is very influencical to her struggle to reach her dreams and her right as a woman and mother that never she got before. It is also becoming a factor of someone to do feminism in her life.

III.1.1. The Status

Sarah MacCormick has graduated from Radcliffe in 1969 at the top of her class. She is married by Oliver Watson. She lives in purchase, New York, in a beautiful house they almost owned, after fourteen years of struggling with the mortgage. She has three children and a husband she loved. Everything is pretty here. It is a stroybook life in a storybook town, and the people around her seemed like storybook people. It looks like a perfect live. But it different with Sarah’s
condition. Sarah feels jealous with her husband who has a good education and good job and carrier.

...and with his MBA, he got a pretty good job in an ad agency on Madison Avenue. She wanted to hate him for it, wanted to hate him for conforming, but she didn’t (Steel:5).

According to the quotation above, it seems to describe of the achievement which is reached by Sarah’s husband. Also it describes about Sarah’s condition which face the reality about her life. Sarah in a freak condition. It is because she feels that her husband has a perfect live with his desires want to do. It is appropriate with the theory that is explained in previous chapter.

III.1.2. The Fear

The fear is one of the motives in feminism. It is the reason for people to struggle for something to get safety live. It experience by Sarah. She feels not comfort with her condition which only live under her husband control.

“Marriage is for women who are looking for someone to support them. I want to take care of myself, Oliver Watson.” And she was capable of it, or she had been then, after a fashion. She had worked as a part-time gallery sitter in SoHo, and a free-lance writer. And she’d made money at it. Sometimes. But now, sometimes, she wondered if she would still be able to take care of herself, to support herself, to fill out her own tax forms and make sure her health insurance hadn’t lapsed (Steel:6).

According to the quotation above, it seems that Sarah is not satisfied with their marriage. It is because of her need has fulfilled by Olliver. She wonders about her live. She wants fulfill her need by her own effort. It also describes that
Sarah has a skill for it. She ever has worked and life independent. But after she became a wife she doesn’t. She doesn’t want to live under her husband control.

Moreover, Sarah’s fear can also be seen from her worry about her husband. She fears when she imagine her husband can’t be there for her.

In the eighteen years they’d been married, she’d become so dependent on him. He took care of all the little problems in her life, and most of the big ones. It was like living in a hermetically sealed world, with Ollie always there to protect her (Steel:6).

She counted on him for everything, and more often than not, it scared her. What is something happened to him? Could she manage? Would she be able to keep the house, to support herself, or the kids? (Steel:6)

According to the quotation above, it seems that Sarah’s life after married to Olliver looks easy. It is because Olliver has backed up from the little problem until the big ones at home. Sarah doesn’t need to do anything. But it makes her worry. She feels worry about her live. She become depended to Oliver for everything in her live. She worries if she has to loose Ollie from her life. She worries if she can not do anything if something happen to Ollie. She can’t manage everything by herself.

### III.1.3. The Equality

The equality is the most issue in feminist criticism. It also the motive of someone to do feminism. In Sarah’s story, she experience it. She wants to get the equality with her husband. She feels worry about her own carreer while her husband got it.
He had been one of the youngest vice-presidents in her business, and she was proud of him. But it still scared her. What was she doing out here, in pretty little Purchase, watching the snow fall, and waiting for the kids to come home, while she pretended to write a story; a story that would never be written, that would never end, that would never go anywhere, just like the others she had tried to write in the last two years (Steel:6).

According to the quotation above, it describe the successfull of Olliver in his career. Sarah looks happy about their condition that looks better. But it not makes her calm down about her condition. On the other way Sarah feels not fair with this condition. She still feels worry about her own live, her own career. Although she has a husband with all of the perfect things. She curses her condition that can’t be proudly. She has not achievement in live like her husband do. She just a mother that only stay at home and makes sure that everything is good when their family is going home. Actually, she tries to do something for herself with starting to write. But she never can not be written which has tried in the last two years.

III.1.4. The Fate

Sarah can’t accept the fact that she is a woman, wherein the woman has her own fate to becomes a mother. The wedding is the first gate to becomes a mother, but she feels not ready for it. She can’t accept the presence of baby in her live. Because of her desire to becomes a free woman which can do anything without the presence of baby.

She has been puzzled by the absence of her period once they got home, but she had been religious about using diaphragm, and knew she couldn’t be pregnant. She had worn it practically night and day from the altar till they
got home from their honeymoon, but somehow, some way, something had gone wrong, and she was pregnant (Steel:8).

According to the quotation above, it describes the part when Sarah got her first pregnancy. Sarah looks afraid to be pregnant. she looks that she has used contraception to prevent the pregnancy. But it she feels that it does not work. She worries about the absence of her period. She can not face it. She can not accept her fate as a woman which can be pregnant. Even less she is a wife.

Moreover, this condition makes her more depressed. The presence their first baby doesn’t change her want to be a carrier woman.

...while Sarah collapsed in a chair with a sigh and a glass of wine, wondering how she was going to survive it. Motherhood was definitely not her strong suit, and the apartment was so small, it was driving her crazy (Steel:9).

This couldn’t be happening to her! It couldn’t be! It wasn’t fair! When she grew up she was going to to be a writer! When? If? Or maybe not. Maybe all she’d ever be was a housewife. The ultimate condemnation when she was in college. The thing she had never wanted to be, and now was. That was all she was, wasn’t it? A housewife. She said it out loud in the car as though it were a dirty word. A baby! Jesus Christ! A baby! (Steel:19-20)

According to the quotation above, it seems that Sarah is musing her situation. She has a baby now. She thinks about her ability to take care the baby. She does not enjoy as a mother. She feels that she can not be a good mother for her family. She never wants the presence of baby in her live. She wants to be free without all of the responsibility as many mother experience. She also thinks about their residen which is very small to them life. She still has many dreams that should be raised. She wants to be success with her own career out there, and not at home only.
All in all, the paragraph above explain that some causes of women, especially the character of Sarah in novel *Daddy*, do feminism. From the paragraph above, the researcher finds the causes of Sarah to do feminism, they are: about the status, the fear, the equality, and the fate. In fact, feminism can do by someone because of the factors above. The status that had by Sarah makes her not satisfied with herself. The fear toward the prosperity of live makes her strong will to do feminism. The equality of rights between women and men makes her believe that she have the same right to be struggling. The fate as a woman makes Sarah become stronger to prove to her family that it is not to be the obstacle for her to continue her struggling.

**III.2. Sarah’s Struggle**

**III.2.1. Abortion**

Sarah’s struggle begins when she was pregnant. The first pregnant is the beginning obstacle for Sarah to be a writer. Sarah wants to cut it before its too late.

...she was pregnant. And she wanted to have an abortion. Oliver was horrified that she would even think of it. But Sarah was even more so at the thought of having a children quickly.

“We don’t want a family yet. I want to get a job again. To do something.” She’d been thinking of getting a job this time as an editor at a literary magazine, her stories hadn’t been selling quite as well, and she had applied to Columbia Graduate School to do some work toward her master’s. She had quit the gallery-sitting job as soon as she married Ollie, because commuting to SoHo every day wouldn’t have been convenient.
“You can always get a job later!” He reasoned with her. He comforted, he cajoled, he did everything he could to try to make her feel better (Steel:8).

According to the quotation above, it seems that Sarah already pregnant. But she looks not happy about this. She wants to do abortion. She does not ready to get a children in their marriage. She utters her intention to Olliver, but he does not agree with Sarah. He refuses Sarah to abortion. The conversation above also seems that Sarah is arguing to Olliver. She makes sure him that she wants to continue her own career. She also said that she has applied to Columbia Graduate School to do some work toward her master’s. But as beautiful as Sarah to give the reason to abortion, Ollie also pursues Sarah as well. He said that Sarah can go to work later after she gives birth.

Moreover, Sarah’s urge to abortion is not only at the first pregnant, but also at the second and third. She tries to pursue Ollie to approve her wants. She couldn’t handle another child, and Benjamin wasn’t even out of diapers, and now there would be two of them. It was the only time she had actually seen Oliver down too. He didn’t know what to do to turn her around. And just like the first time, he was thrilled about the baby, but telling her that only made her cry harder.

“I can’t! I just can’t, Ollie! Please don’t make me...!” They argued about an abortion again, and once she almost swayed him for fear that if he didn’t agree, she might go crazy (Steel:10-11).

According to the quotation above, it seems that Sarah again has to face the reality that she will get the second child. She thinks that she never can not to handle another child. On the other hand their first baby is not yet out of diapers. She begs to Oliver about her wants to abortion. And again Olliver refuses it. Sarah
just can cry of herself. She cries in front of Olliver to gets his Ollie’s sympathy and to get Ollie’s agreement.

On the other hand, before Sarah gets her third pregnancy, she has conveyed her argument to Ollie about the next baby.

“Why would we want more kids now, Ollie? Melissa and Benjamin are growing up. They’re easy, they have their own lives. In a few years we’ll be able to do anything we want. Why tie ourselves down with all those headaches again?” Even the thought of it made her shudder (Steel:15).

According to the sentences above, it looks like Sarah tries to pursue Ollie to doesn’t have another child again. Sarah feels that their kids will be ok if she has another activity. She makes sure Ollie that they don not need the presence of baby again. Sarah wants to do everything depend on her desire without a presence of baby. She really doesn’t expect it.

Sarah’s struggle also seems, when she faces the situation wherein she gets the third pregnant

And an hour later she was at the gynecologist’s office, planning for her abortion, but the doctor threw her a curve, and asked her how Ollie felt about what she was doing (Steel:20).

“You’re still a very young woman. You’re certainly not too old to have this baby.”

“I want my freedom. In eleven years, my son will be in college, and my daughter two years later. If I have this baby, I’ll be tied down for another twenty years. I’m not ready to make that kind of commitment.”(Steel:21)

According to the quotation above, it seems that Sarah already gets the third pregnancy. The same reaction from Sarah is her intention to abortion. This
turn, she goes to gynecologist without Ollie’s know. But she does not get a good reaction from doctor. The doctor asks her about Ollie’s agreement, and of course she is not getting it. Then doctor tries to make sure her to cancel the abortion. But she tries to argue the doctor. The doctor seems not agree with Sarah about her decision to abortion. He thinks that Sarah still be able to endure her third pregnant. But, Sarah is not give up, she tries to argue the doctor’s statement, and she tries to defend about her want to be free woman.

Although she gets refusing from the doctor about her abortion without Oliver’s deal, she is not give up. She tries to fight to get her want. She tries to arguing Oliver again about it.

“Is that right?” He got up and started to pace the room. “Simple as that, is it? What is with you? Every time you get pregnant, we have to go through this fucking insanity about abortion.”

“It’s not insanity. It is my sanity. I don’t want another baby. You go to the office every day. Yo have your own life. I’m stuck out here playing car pool and PTA mom, and I’m going to re-up for another twenty years. I’ve done ten, and the way I see it, I’m halfway through, and you’re not going to change that.”

“I have grown up, God damn you. I’ve grown up, grown out, and grown old, and I’m not going to throw my life away for everyone else forever. Give me a chance, for chrissake. What about me? There are more than just kids in this world, Oliver, or hadn’t you noticed?” (Steel:24)

According to the conversation above, it seems that Sarah mixes up the argumentation with Olliver. Olliver also shows temper to react Sarah about her want to abortion. Sarah argues Olliver hardly. She tries hard to get her want to abortion. She argues Oliver with all the fact she has done every day. Then, she wants to stop it. She thinks that she does not get a freedom of live. She thinks that
she got nothing in her live with all of her busy schedule. And now, she thinks that it is her chance to stop it and raising her dreams that have slept a long time ago.

**III.2.1. Sarah is Going Away**

Sarah’s rebellion happens. After she gets the letter from Harvard for her master’s program, she conveys it to him. She conveys her wants to continue her study. She tries to fight her husband about what she has felt during their marriage. At this turn, she doesn’t care although its happen when they get dinner at restaurant.

“You don’t know anything about me.” She stood, facing him, as the waiters watched politely from the distance, and the diners nearby pretended not to listen. “You don’t know what it’s like, giving up everything you’ve ever dreamed of. You’ve got it all, a career, a family, a wife waiting for you at home like a faithful little dog, waiting to bring you the newspaper and fetch your slippers. Well, what about me, God damn it! When do I get mine? When do I get to do what I want to do? When you’re dead, when the kids are gone, when I’m ninety? Well, I’m not going to wait that long. I want it now, before I’m too old to do anything worthwhile, before I’m too old to give a damn anymore, or enjoy it. I’m not going to sit around and wait until you start calling our children because you can’t figure out whether I got lost when I went shopping, or I was so goddamn tired of my life I just decided not to come home again. I’m not waiting for that, Oliver Watson!” (Steel: 42)

According the quotation above, it seems that Sarah can not hold again her grudges. She tries to overflow it to her husband. She said to Olliver that he never understand about her. She tells everything about Ollie’s achievement and compare with her. She curses herself which grow old and never do anything to be proud off. Sarah can not wait again to run out her own career. She can not wait and just stay at home to do nothing. She is not enjoying her life as a mother and wife. She
feels tired about her routinity as well as Ollie’s wife and mother. She hopes he can understand it.

They all have finished with the stir about the presence of baby. They have an agreement to tying the cervix then Sarah will never pregnant again. Until Sarah got the letters from Harvard that she is accepted in master’s program. She is very excited to do this. Then she tries to utters her wise to continue her study to Olliver. It is not easy for they both. Sarah gets contradiction from her husband. Oliver is not agree with her decision. And Sarah is not give up. She is trying to arguing that.

“No, we don’t.” His face was suddenly more serious than she had ever seen it. “There should be absolutely nothing to think about. You’re a married woman with a husband and three kids. There’s no way you can go to a school almost two hundred miles away, unless you walk out on us, plain and simple.”

“It’s not that simple. Don’t make it that simple, Ollie. What if I really need to do this?”(Steel:43)

According to the quotation above, it seems that Olliver looks more serious to perceive Sarah’s wise to continue her study. Olliver does not permit Sarah to leave home so far for study. Olliver explains that she is a wife and a mother. Olliver wants to understanding Sarah that she has a responsibility at home. So, she can not go away. But Sarah can not accept Oliver’s opinion. She still firm to do it. She has to go and reach her desire by continue her study although it must leave her family.
One of the Sarah’s effort to make sure Oliver is swear. Oliver feels so hard to let her go. But Sarah is sure that her decision can not change.

“Why are we doing this? Can’t we just turn the clock back a few weeks and forget this ever happened?”

Even through her tears she shook her head, and then looked up at him. “I don’t think so. I would always feel I’d missed something. I’ll come back. I promise. I swear. I love you too much not to.”(Steel:49-50)

According the quotation above, it seems that Olliver tries to pursue Sarah to stay at home and cancel her intention to study in Harvard University. But Sarah also tries more hard to make sure about her decision. She promises Olliver that she will always love him. Although Oliver live miserably, it can’t change anything. She has the firm stand.

Sarah’s effort is not only for Oliver, but also in front of her children. She has to make sure that children can accept her decision and support it. It seems when Sarah delivers her intention to continue her study to their children in Christmas’s night.

“Harvard?” Benjamin looked shocked. “You? Why?” He didn’t understand. How could she go to school in Boston? And then slowly he understood. He glanced at his father’s eyes and saw it all, the loneliness, the pain, the sorrow she had put there, but there was something anguished and sad in her eyes now too.

“I’m going to come home as often as I can. And you’ll still have Dad and Agnes to take care of you.”(Steel:55)

“Why Mom?” They were the two most painful words she had ever heard, and she looked to Oliver for help, but he said nothing now. He was as heartbroken over it as their children.
“It’s hard to explain. It’s just something I’ve wanted to do for a long time.”

“Is it you and Dad?” Mel asked through her tears as she held on to Sam. “Are you getting divorced?”

“No, we’re not. Nothing’s going to change. I just need to go away for a while, to accomplish something for myself, to be someone on my own, without all of you.”(Steel:56)

According to the quotation above. It seems that Sarah has uttered her plan to go back to college. Benjamin, their old son, does not understand with Sarah’s decision. He looks confused. Sarah tries to give excuse about her plan. Mel, their second daughter also has the same question about her mother’s motive to leave them. She cries and tries to found the explanation from her father. She accuses that their parents will divorce. But Sarah makes sure that it does not. She makes sure their children that they’ll be fine without her presence at home. She tries to calming down their children with many promises. Sarah tries to explain clearly about her intention to go away. She ward off all the accusation from their children. She fight for her right.

Moreover, Sarah’s refuses about the presence of children seems again, when she tries to explain that she has to go alone without her family.

“Because I'm not. And what would you do in Cambridge? Lose all your friends here? Go to a new school? Live in a tiny apartment with me while I write papers and study for exams? Benjamin's in his senior year, you have two more to go. Do you really want to snake all that up? And I couldn't take care of you while I'm going to school. You're much better off here with Daddy and Aggie, in your own home, going to a school you love, with friends you've had for years, in familiar surroundings.”(Steel:58)

“I'm not sure I know. I just know I can't do this anymore, and that seems right. That's all I know. I want to be more than this. More than someone
who drives car pools and waits for Sam to come home from school.”(Steel:59)

According to the quotation above, it seems that Sarah tries to give understanding to the kids that they can not follow her to Cambridge. Sarah looks that she wants to bolt from the family and regardless from the responsibility everything at home and to the family. she talk over again about her boring activity while she is at home. The presence of children is one of the obstacle for her to get her freedom. She also asserts that she has her own live that should be struggling. She wants her right as a woman and not as a mother.

After Sarah’s gone, the effort of Sarah to waive her bond with the family is showing in the conversation between Sarah and Oliver. At night, she tries to give the report about her condition to him. Oliver accuses her as a liar.

“You also said you'd come home every weekend. You lied.’”
“I didn't lie, But I've thought it over, and I just think it would be hard on everyone. You, me, the children.”(Steel:77)

According to the quotation above, it seems that Sarah tries to keep the distance from her family. She is not fulfill a promise. When Oliver demands Sarah’s promise that she ever say before she go, she is eluding from it. She tries to avoid to meet her family soon.

Sarah’s effort to keep her family in a good condition seems when she call Oliver to give the report.

Sarah eventually called when she got her phone, two weeks later than promised, and she still hadn't come home to see them (Steel:79).
The sentence above, it seems that Sarah is struggling to fulfill her promise which never leave her family. The report from Sarah is showing that she is still present for them. On the other hand, she does not want to meet her family soon.

Sarah struggles for everything to get her desire to be more success, become a great woman with every achievement in live. One of the factor that make it difficult to reach is a husband. She thinks that she can not reach her dreams as a wife.

“Easier for who? It seems to me you were the one promising that nothing would change, not so long ago, you were saying you weren't leaving for good. Or had you forgotten?”

“I didn't forget. Things just change when you get away and get some perspective.” Then why didn't things change for him? Why did he still want her so badly? He wanted to shake her until her teeth rattled in her head, and then he wanted to kiss her until she begged him to take her. But she wasn't going to do that again. Not ever (Steel:101).

According to the quotation above, it seems that Olliver against demands Sarah’s promise that she will never change to Ollie. She promises to will always love him. But everything is not walking flawless. Sarah is already changing. She has forgotten her promise to Olliver. Sarah looks that she wants to avoid Ollie from the excuse. Sarah does not want to mixed up with Oliver deeply again. She tries to give the gap between them. She doesn’t want to come back in Oliver’s live. Sarah wants to waive their relationship.

Sarah’s effort to waive her loop with Oliver is seems clearly. Sarah does not want Oliver to presence in her life anymore. She more focus to reach her dreams come true.
"I think I'm afraid to see you."

"But that's crazy. Why?"

“I don't know. Maybe you want too much from me, Oliver. It's almost as though I'm someone else now. Someone I used to be, and was going to be. Someone who's been asleep for all these years, put away, and forgotten, but now I'm alive again. And I don't want to give that up. For anyone. Not even you.”(Steel:103)

According to the quotation above, it seems that Sarah asserts more that she can not become herself during she still as Oliver’s wife. She thinks that Oliver is the obstacle for her to reach her dreams. She thinks that Oliver demands her too much as a wife. She thinks that Oliver was changed her become another people that she does not want it as long as his wife. And Sarah will not give up to get her right even Oliver tries to block her.

All in all, from the explanation above the researcher know about feminism that did by Sarah in *Daddy*. The Sarah’s struggle that found in this research, they are: the Sarah’s effort to abortion her pregnancy, it means that Sarah wants to life freely as a woman worker without responsibility to nurture a children. In this analysis the researcher found that Sarah’s struggle to get her right to continue her study with convince her family that her gone is fine for everyone. The last struggling did by Sarah is breaking the relationship with her husband which her husband became the obstacle to reach her dreams.

**III.3. The Effect Of Sarah’s Life After She Continue Her Study**

**III.3.1. Sarah’s Life**
As far as Sarah is going away to continue her study in Harvard University, Sarah is not going home yet to visit her family. She instead invites them to visit her new apartment in Boston. But she is not welcoming Olliver as well. She asks him to stay overnight at hotels which Sarah looks to keep a distance between her and her husband. When Olliver carries on the children to Sarah’s place, he looks Sarah in a good condition although she is living away from him.

The flight to Boston had a festive air, as Oliver sat quietly across the aisle from them, and when they drove to her address on Brattle Street, he was incredibly nervous. He had told her he would drop them off, and when she opened the door, he thought his heart would stop when he saw her. She looked as lovely as she had before, only more so. Her hair was loose and longer, and her jeans clung to her in a way that made Ollie ache, but he tried to maintain his composure in front of the children (Steel:102).

According to the quotation above, it seems that Olliver and the kids is going to meet Sarah after some months they never meet. But Ollie will not spend time with Sarah because she refuses him to stay at her apartment. Ollie just drops the kids in front of the apartment. It is also describing of Sarah’s condition after she left. She does not look misery, precisely she looks to be better.

The Sarah’s life also describe her new resident. It describes when the children come to visit her.

She lived in a small apartment, with a comfortable living room and a tiny bedroom, and behind it a shaggy garden, and as the children slurped soup, gobbled their food, and stared happily at her, everyone talked at once with the relief of releasing long-pent-up fears and emotions. Sam stayed glued to her, and even Benjamin looked more relaxed than he had in a long time (Steel:102).

According to the quotation above. It explains the Sarah’s new condition after she left her old place. In a small apartment she lives. It also describes the furniture in the room. And the children looks happy they can gather with their
mom although they stay in a simple place. They snatch away to talk to their
mother while they enjoy the food together. The kids looks so happy.

Not only about a new residen she lives, but also Sarah’s new life shows in
a love aspect. Although she is still as Sarah Watson, but she never miss her
husband. It is showing when she invites the family to her new apartment, he asks
her husband to stay at hotel and not with them. It tickling Olliver to investigate his
wife.

His breath caught, but he had to ask her. “Is there someone else?”
Already? So soon? But there could be. And she looked so beautiful when
he dropped the kids off. Years had dropped from her when she left
Purchase, and she had been pretty to him then, but now she was even more
so.
“No, there isn't.” But she seemed to hesitate as she said it.” Not yet. But I
want to be free to see other people.” Jesus. He couldn't believe she was
saying these words. But she was. It was over (Steel:104).

From the quotation above, it shows that Sarah looks not suffer about the
distance that keep them away. On the other way, she wants to loose the bond
between she and her husband. She becomes herself acts like what she wants. She
doesn’t want Olliver to curb her.

The freedom of Sarah begins as far as she goes away. After Sarah’s
answer Ollie’s question about someone else in her life, she really wants to show
that she is free to make a decision for her life including about a boy friend. It
looks the statement from Sam, they little children.

“Mom's got this friend.” The words came out as he played, and stared at
the cards, and suddenly all of his father's antennae went up. So that was it.
She had a boyfriend (Steel:132).

According the quotation above is more strengthen Ollie’s assumption that
Sarah has someone else in a relationship. After Sarah’s rejection of Ollie at the
apartment when they visit them there. Then the statement from his little son is make sure him that his wife is really gone.

Another Sam’s statement is more clarify about Sarah’s life after she gone.

And again he talks about a people who is purposed by him.

“He was there before. We met him another time too. But he's staying with Mom now. You know, kind of like a friend. He's from France, and his name's Jean-Pierre. He's twenty-five, and he's here on an exchange program for two years.”

“How nice for him.” Oliver’s face set in a thin line as he picked another card without even seeing what it was.

“Nice for Mom, too, I guess. What's he like?” He hated to pump the child, but he wanted to know now. She was living with a twenty-five-year-old man, and exposing her children to him. It made him furious just thinking of it.

“It was no big deal, Dad. He slept on the couch when we were there.” And when you're not, he wanted to ask. Then where does he sleep? But they all knew that. Even Sam had commented on it to Mel on the way back, wanting to know if she thought their mother was in love with him (Steel:132-133).

From the quotation is clarify Ollie’s assumptin that his wife has another people to love. It also clarify Sarah’s freedom. Now she have the own rigth to determine what she wants to do. In this case, she has a boy friend before her relation with Olliver is really over.

Listening the chat between Sam and Ollie, Mel the second daughter tries to clarify what really happen. But it not makes the condition better, but it makes Ollie more infuriated.

He said his lease had run out, and Mom was letting him sleep on the couch until he found another place to live. He was nice to us. I don't think it means anything.â€ Her eyes were big and sad, and they both knew it meant a lot more than she was admitting to her father. It meant Sarah had moved on, and there was a man in her life...(Steel:133)
The quotation above shows that Sarah have made a decision without Ollie agreement. It shows that Ollie is nothing again for her. She doesn’t regard Ollie as the important people in her life. She is not involving Ollie in her life again.

As far as Sarah’s gone is changing everything. Including the act to her husband. However she doesn’t yet divorce with Ollie, she has changed her status. She was no longer the woman he knew and loved. She was someone else.

According to the sentences above, it shows that Sarah is really changing. She is no longer belong to Olliver Watson. She is not a Ollie’s wife. Although they don’t yet divorce, Sarah braves to build a new relation with other people. Sarah begins to show that she is a free woman.

As far as Sarah separates her self from her family, she becomes independent woman. She feels she can do everything without family especially under Ollie’s control. Sarah feels free with her new life. Also when Ollie warns about her attitude to serve her boy friend when the children was there.

“Don't threaten me, Oliver. I'm not one of your children. I'm not your maid. I don't work for you anymore. And if that's what you mean when you say you don't know me, you're right. You never did. All I was was a hired hand to keep your kids in line, and do your laundry” (Steel:135).

According to the quotation above, it seems that Sarah tries to release her grudges as long as she life with Ollie. She feels that Ollie has treaten her like a servant which can be ordered easily. Sarah looks not happy during they life together as a husband and wife. And living alone is the right choice to loose their relationship.

Feminism which is did by Sarah seems clearly from her own statement. As what feminism is brought to give emancipate for a woman rigth, Sarah wants to
be free from the demand of her husband. Sarah expresses it to Ollie when they chat.

“But it wasn't real. I only did it because I had to. That's what was wrong with it. I wanted to be doing this, leading a bohemian life with no responsibilities other than to myself. I don't want to own anyone or anything. I never did. I just wanted to be free. And I am now.” (Steel:136) According to the quotation above, it seems that Sarah is already got her freedom after she left her family. She tells it to Ollie about her desire. She gets it with life alone and far from them.

The freedom is really felt by Sarah. Her life now what she is experienced the only one she wants. There is no children with her which have to be taking care. And there is no a husband which have to be served. Her new life makes her to be a new person and can be herself. She found her happiness in a life. She expresses it to Ollie.

“Are you happy now?” He needed to know that, for his own peace of mind. She had turned their life upside down, but if she had found what she'd been looking for, maybe it was worth it. Just maybe. “I think I am. Happier anyway. I'll be a lot more so when I accomplish something that I think is worthwhile.” (Steel:136) The quotation above is asserting that Sarah is happier life alone without her family. She feels happy to life depend on her desire to be reach which she never got it during she life with Ollie before.

The happiness of Sarah not only about a happy life. Living alone makes her to be a independent woman in everything, also in finance aspect. There is no more a husband which can fulfill her need. So, Sarah has to be strong than before.

Sarah hadn't taken a penny from him either since she left. She was supporting herself on the money her grandmother had left, and she insisted it wasn't right for Ollie to support her. Things were tight for her, and the children reported constantly about things they couldn't do when they visited her, because “Mom couldn't afford it”, but that was the lifestyle
Sarah had always wanted. The life that he had provided for her didn't matter to her anymore. She had given mountains of clothes to Mel, and left the rest at the house in Purchase. She lived in blue jeans and T-shirts and sandals. And she and Jean-Pierre were proud of the fact that they were traveling through Europe on a shoestring (Steel:149-150).

The quotation above shows that Sarah doesn’t want to make difficulties for Ollie. She shows that she can do and fulfill her need by herself. And when she has to be thrifty, she is not complaining it, instead it is a life style which is what she wants.

Sarah is really enjoying her new life in every single day. Also she shares it to the kids. She invites them to spend a holiday to around Europe. Sarah has forgotten about Ollie. They goes to Europe with her boy friend, Jean-Pierre. Until suddenly, Ollie gets a repport from his daughter that they get an accident there and Jean-Pierre is dead. From this part, Sarah shows that she really can continue her life without relationship with a man. This is also a part for Sarah to shows that she dosn’t need Ollie’s help in her life again.

Oliver nodded, and tried to comfort them, and then looked over Sam's head at Sarah. “Do you want to stay at the house in Purchase? We could stay in town, except for the Labor Day weekend.” But she only shook her head and smiled. She seemed quieter, and notolder, but wiser.

“I start school on Monday. I want to go back. I have a lot to do.” And she didn't tell him that that summer she had finally started her novel (Steel:173-174).

According to the quotation above, it shows that Ollie tries to peace off with Sarah and offers her to stay at the house that they life together before. But Sarah with explicity refuses Ollie’s offer. She wants to go back to her apartment because of her master’s program begins. Also she has to continue the novel that she has started which she can’t do while life as Ollie’s wife.
As far as Sarah struggling is continue. She tries to finish a novel that she begins. She has more time to do that without any other schedule that deplete so many time. Also she has proper to get a maximum result.

The day before Thanksgiving, Sarah arrived to take Mel and Sam to San Francisco with her to see friends.... Sarah had finished her book a few weeks before...(Steel:266) The quotation above explaines that Sarah has reached her desire. She has finished her novel that she can’t begins before. From the intention, her effort and her sacrifice, she has made an achievement which she loves to do.

III.3.2. Sarah’s Life As A Mother

One thing that Sarah has to continue beside of she studies is caring her kids. Although Sarah lifes far from the family, but she still cares to the children. It proves when she calls Olliver after she gets an apartment for her to life in New York.

“How are you, Sarah?”
“I'm fine. I found an apartment today. How are the kids?”
“How was skiing?”
“Fine. The kids had a good time.”(Steel:76) According to the quotation above, it seems that Sarah still remember the children. She tries to show her care with calling Olliver and asking about the condition of her kids.

Sarah also shows her care to the kids when Valentine’s Day is coming. She calls Olli to ask about the children.
And then the big day came. Sarah called on Valentine's Day, and announced that she wanted to see the children the following weekend. In Boston.
“I want them to see where I live.” (Steel: 100)

According to the quotation above, it seems that Sarah invites the kids to her new residen. She wants them to see her.

Sarah still as a mother for the children. It very natural when the kids feel comfortable while they are beside their mother. It different after Sarah is no more at home. The kids loose a figure which care them well. The invitation of Sarah for the kids to visit her at the apartment is the chance for them to make quality time with their mother. It can make kids’s condition better than before Sarah goes away. Sarah proves that she still a good mother for them.

Melissa was the first to emerge, looking confident and grown up and very pretty. She waved at her father in the cab, and he was relieved to see that she was in good spirits. It had done her good to see her mother at last. Benjamin came next, looking serious and subdued, but he was always that way now. He had changed drastically in the two months since she had left them. Or maybe he was just growing up. Oliver wasn't sure, and he worried about him. And then came Sam, dragging his feet and carrying a large, awkwardly wrapped bundle. She had given him a teddy bear, unsure if he would like the gift, but he had slept with it the night before, and clutched it now like a sacred treasure (Steel: 105).

According to the quotation above, it seems that Sarah have treaten the kids very well. It is also saw by Ollie when he came to pick up them to go home. It can prove that Sarah still a good mother for the children. Although she lives far away from them.

Sarah acts her character motherly. She can be a good friend for the kids. She also tries to be a good protector. It shows when she has to be faced the problem which is caused by her old son. Benjamin impregnant his girl friend.
Benjamin tells it to Sarah because of his father doesn’t support him to keep the baby alive.

“Are you aware of what's going on in the life of your oldest son?” It sounded like a soap opera even to him, but something had to be done about it, he couldn't spend the rest of his life with that girl, and their baby. “He called me last night. I don't think you should interfere.”

“Are you crazy?” He wanted to strangle her with the telephone cord. “Don't you understand what this will do to his life?”

“What do you want him to do? Kill the girl?”

“Don't be an ass, for chrissake.” he couldn't believe what he was hearing from her, “She should get rid of it, or at least put the baby up for adoption. And Benjamin should come to his senses.” (Steel:126)

According to the quotation above, it seems that Sarah and Olliver argue about their son. Sarah looks support his decision, but it different with Olliver. Sarah tries to give her son a trust to make a decision by hisself. Sarah believes that he will make a good deal for him.

Beside of the problem which happen to Benjamin, Sarah also makes quality time again to her other kids. She shows her care to them with invite them to having fun together.

They celebrated the Fourth of July with a few friends and a barbecue, and in two weeks, Mel and Sam were joining Sarah for the rest of the summer. She was taking them to France, to travel there for a month with Jean-Pierre (Steel:144).

According to the quotation above, it seems that Sarah tries to having fun with the kids. She invites them for spend time in summer to holiday. She still looks care about the happines of the kids. She stiil to be a good mother for them.

Sarah also acts the character of mother in a good way. She can be good friends for her children. Every kids get the different treatment from her. It makes they feel special for their mom. It proves when Sarah shares her clothes to her daughter.
She had given mountains of clothes to Mel, and left the rest at the house in Purchase. She lived in blue jeans and T-shirts and sandals (Steel:150). According to the sentences above, it seems that Sarah very cares to her daughter. She willing to life unpretentious and give many clothes of her to her daughter. She shows her care totally to the kids.

Sarah has passed the time as a mother. She already proved that she can be a good mother for the children. On the other hand she is believed to be a grandma. 

“Hello, Grandma.”
“Who is this?” She thought it was a crank call and was about to hang up.
“You have a grandson, Sarah.” There were tears in his eyes again, as he remembered the children they had borne together.
“Oh my God. Is he all right?”
“He's perfect. Eight pounds, nine ounces, and he looks just like Benjamin when he was born.”
“How's Sandra?”
“Not too great, I suspect. They had to do a cesarean. But she'll be all right. The baby is so sweet, Sarrie... wait till you see him.”(Steel:193-194)
According to the quotation above, it seems that Sarah receives the news from Olliver about her grandson. She has became a grandma. She also shows her care to them. She looks worries about the condition of grandson and Sandra (grandson’s mother). Also she feels happy about this.

All in all, from the analysis above the researcher knows that the Sarah’s struggle to get better education that did by Sarah is changing the Sarah’s life. After she left the family, she becomes a free woman instantly. She already became different personal after she gets separate with Olliver. She can decide everything without agreement from Olliver. She has ignored him. Also she has someone else in her life. And finally for the first time, she finished her novel which she never can begin before. Sarah’s life as a mother also running well. She shows to the kids
that she still a good mother for them. The children also feels the her care very well.

From the analysis above the researcher found that there are two stages of feminism that uses in this research. The first stage is feminism itself. It is the movement did by common woman to get her right in social life. The movement did to get the admission from the environment about her existence. The existence that want to show is the equality right to get the same right in education’s scope. The second stage is feminist mothering. The second stage shows that feminism did by Sarah is more complex. It is because of her position as a mother. Sarah struggle her right well, but she doesn’t ignore the children. She can act the character motherly. The two part of Sarah’s life is running well together. She gets her right to be free and finished the novel also she treats the children with full of care.